Project brief: Bale wrap & silage film recycling - Manitoba
Last update: April 2022
Thanks to a new partnership between Dairy Farmers of Canada and Cleanfarms, farmers in
Manitoba can recycle their bale & silage plastics. This helps keep these ag plastics out of landfills
and keeps farmyards clean and healthy for future generations.
There are two ways that farmers can get involved:
1. Take your bale wrap & silage film to one of 40 collection sites.
Before bringing ag plastics to a collection site, farmers are asked to clean, separate, and bag
their ag plastics (i.e., bale wrap in one bag vs. silage film in another). These steps minimize
contamination which helps ensure that the plastics can be recycled. Additional details, including
collection sites, are available here and on the reverse.
•
•

Farmers can also recycle their grain bags and twine at most collection sites.
Collection bags (for storing & separating ag plastics) are available free of charge from collection sites.

2. Help Cleanfarms test out on-farm compactors
Cleanfarms is working with a few engaged farmers in Southern Manitoba to test out on-farm
plastic compactors. Similar tools are in use in other jurisdictions, and we are now exploring how
they work in Manitoba.
Farmers will be asked to use these compactors to prepare/condense their ag plastics for
recycling and provide Cleanfarms with feedback.
These compactors can
compress approximately 500
pounds of plastics into one bale.
They minimize the space (onfarm) needed to store used ag
plastics. They also minimize
contamination and help farmers
store a larger quantity of ag
plastics on-farm before a pickup
(or transportation to a central
collection point) is required.

•
•

The compactor is provided, free of charge, to the farmer. Contact Tammy Shields (306-3414460 or shieldst@cleanfarms.ca) to learn more.
Participants are provided with additional information that covers frequency of material pickup,
instructions for using the press and other details.

About Cleanfarms
Cleanfarms is a not-for-profit industry stewardship organization, best known for its empty container
recycling program and unwanted/obsolete pesticide collections. In addition to delivering industryfunded recycling and stewardship programs, Cleanfarms is exploring new ways to help farmers
manage the 60,000 tonnes of ag plastics that are used on Canadian farms.
About Dairy Farmers of Canada
Dairy Farmers of Canada (DFC) is the national policy, lobbying and promotional organization
representing Canadian dairy producers. DFC strives to create stable conditions for the dairy sector
in our country. It also seeks to maintain policies that promote the sustainability of Canadian dairy
production and promote dairy products and their health benefits.
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HOW FARMERS CAN PARTICIPATE IN SILAGE &
BALE WRAP RECYCLING
WHAT MATERIALS
ARE ACCEPTED?
Silage plastic is referred to
as any black and white film
used for either pits covers or
bales. Bale wrap is a single
colour film that stretches
around bales either
individually or in a row.
*Net Wrap is not accepted at this
time.

Help keep ag plastics out of landfills & keep farms clean by
recycling your bale wrap & silage plastic with the help of
Cleanfarms & Dairy Farmers of Canada!

Easy steps to ensure your silage film & bale wrap can be
STEP 1: Shake to remove as much debris as
possible

STEP 2: Fold the plastic into a bundle

STEP 3: Place the plastic into a Cleanfarms
collection bag (available for free from collection
sites)
**Net wrap is not accepted**

WHERE TO RECYCLE?
Cleanfarms has 40 collection
sites located across Manitoba.
Visit cleanfarms.ca to view a
map of available collection
locations near you
Please contact Cleanfarms at
1-877-622-4460 or email
info@cleanfarms.ca for more
information

STEP 4: Ensure bags are securely fastened

STEP 5: Bring the bags to one of 40 collection
sites in Manitoba
*PLEASE SEPARATE BALE WRAP & SILAGE PLASTICS, DO NOT MIX.
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